
COMPANY NAME Country stage Sector tags Company description

Acorai Sweden Seed HARDWARE, HEALTHTECH
Providing a handheld medical device for non-invasive monitoring 
of intracardiac pressure that helps reduce re-hospitalizations.

Addifab Denmark Series A AI, HARDWARE, IOT, 
ROBOTICS

Addifab combines 3D-printing and injection molding to 
transform global innovation and manufacturing.

Agroclimatica Denmark Seed FOODTECH, 
FINTECH,IMPACT

Identifying production risks for agricultural financing based on 
scientific data amid climate change.

Arcanabio Iceland AI, HEALTHTECH Developers of a SaaS platform featuring specialized software 
for scientific analysis of genetic sequences.

Finnadvance Finland Seed HEALTHTECH
Developing in-vitro models, mimicking human biology for 
accurate, fast and accessible drug development and research 
purposes.

Augmenta Finland Series A IOT Providing augmented reality applications and development 
tools to organizations that use smart glasses.

Augmented Hearing Denmark Pre-seed AI, HEALTHTECH, SAAS Adding AI to earbuds to enhance voices in challenging 
acoustics at a fraction of current healthcare costs.

BaseTrack Estonia Series A AI, CLEANTECH, HARDWARE, 
MOBILITY

Providing Autonomous Trucking service, increasing driver 
efficiency and fuel economy in human-driven trucks.

BeTriton Latvia Seed CLEANTECH, HARDWARE, 
MOBILITY

Developers of Amphibious Camper-Trikes for sustainable & 
continuous mobility over land & water.

Bill Kill Norway Series A FINTECH, SAAS, MOBILE 
APPS

Combining useful payment tools and rewards programs to 
motivate users to pay their invoices.

Blue Lobster Denmark Pre-seed CLEANTECH, SDG/IMPACT,
MARITIME, MOBILE APPS

A procurement tool connecting sustainable fishermen with 
their customers.

Brain Nordic Sweden Seed SAAS Transforming digital marketing into a smooth and easy experience.
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Briota Denmark Pre-seed
AI, HARDWARE, 
HEALTHTECH, IOT

AI and IoT powered personalized Digital Respiratory 
Therapautics service.

Catenda Norway Series A SAAS, SMART CITY
Providing a cloud-based system that connects data, tools, 
and people for improved Business Information Modeling.

Cerebriu Denmark Seed AI, HEALTHTECH
Automating MRI for brain diagnostic imaging, empowering 
radiologists with optimized workflows, and bringing clinical 
intelligence at the point of imaging.

CHAOS Finland Series A AI, SAAS, SMART CITY
Providing urban forecasting for real estate investors and city 
developers based on urban data and crowd insights.

Clarify Norway Seed AI, IOT, SAAS
Seamlessly integrating, visualizing and exploring industrial 
data from various sources for your team.

Clutch App Iceland Pre-seed AI, MOBILE APPS
Developing an AI-powered mobile-based virtual coach for 
racket sports.

Cognuse Estonia Series A AI, HEALTHTECH

Building digital health solutions for healthcare staff and 
patients with a focus on improving guidelines adherence, 
enhancing care quality, and patient safety across the care 
continuum.

Cogo Denmark Seed AI, MOBILITY, SMART CITY
Improving traffic safety by turning your phone into a 
modern-day dashcam.

CopyMonkey.ai Latvia Seed AI, SAAS
Generating product listings that bring your products to the 
top of your preferred sales platform.

Diagonal Bio Sweden Seed HEALTHTECH
Infectious disease diagnostics with unprecedented speed, 
accuracy, and ease-of-use.

Dianox Denmark Seed HEALTHTECH
Uncovering health problems before they become chronic 
with a home saliva test kit.
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DigiShares Denmark Series A
AI, BLOCKCHAIN, FINTECH,  
SMARTCITY

Providing a platform that allows real estate developers to 
tokenize their assets, making trading more flexible and secure.

Doconomy Sweden Series A FINTECH, SDG/IMPACT
Doconomy provides leading impact data services for 
individuals and corporations to help educate, engage and 
reduce environmental impact.

Doctor Professor Sweden Pre-seed EDTECH, MOBILE APPS Making it easier to learn Japanese, Korean, and Chinese by 
using mnemonics and gamification.

eID Easy Estonia Seed CYBERSECURITY, FINTECH, 
SAAS

Providing SaaS marketplace to accelerate digital 
transformation and adoptionion of highest quality 
internationally recognized cryptographic electronic 
signatures.

Epi Endo Iceland Series B HEALTHTECH
Developing a proprietary portfolio of drugs focused on 
epithelial dysfunction within chronic airway diseases, 
particularly Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease.

Feedsfloor Denmark Seed SAAS A business networking platform that makes you connect with 
partners across the world.

Fepod Finland Series A HEALTHTECH Measuring the real blood concentration of pain medicine 
directly from a drop of blood at the point-of-care.

Fixar Pro Latvia Series A AI, DRONES, HARDWARE Providing fully autonomous drones for commercial use in 
almost any environment.

Focalx Denmark Seed AI, SDG/IMPACT, SAAS Disrupting car inspection using innovative AI technology.

Frontu Lithuania Seed AI, IOT, SAAS, SMARTCITY Empowering frontline technicians to do their job more 
effectively and efficiently.
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gMendel Denmark Seed AI, BLOCKCHAIN,
HEALTHTECH

gMendel® combines genetics, AI and blockchain to provide 
better care for people with genetic disorders and rare 
diseases.

Greater Than Sweden Series A AI, FINTECH, FINTECH
Predicting car accident probability and Co2 impact per driver, 
based on AI-powered real time data analytics.

Holonic Systems Finland Pre-seed AI, IOT, SAAS, SMART CITY
Generating interactive synth music from user movement, 
position, environmental data and other available signals.

Inbalance Lithuania Series A
AI, HARDWARE, 
SDG/IMPACT, IOT, SAAS

Developing intelligent electric vehicle charging solutions for 
businesses and grid operators.

Januar Denmark Seed BLOCKCHAIN, FINTECH
Offers compliant and crypto-friendly payment account 
solutions for European businesses.

Kanda Denmark Seed AR/VR, EDTECH, SAAS
Using Virtual Reality to make certified training in heavy 
industries collaborative, engaging, and cost-effective.

KOBOTS Denmark Series A ROBOTICS, SMART CITY
Manufactures collaborative robots for the construction 
industry that helps cut building materials on-site.

Ksting Sweden Seed SAAS
A “one-stop-shop” digital booking platform for fashion 
professionals.

Kvasir Technologies Denmark Seed CLEANTECH, SDG/IMPACT Producing biofuel from non-edible biomass.

Leagues Denmark Pre-seed FINTECH, GAMING, SAAS Creating grassroots e-sports ecosystems for teams to play in.

Leapcraft Denmark Series A AI, CLEANTECH, IOT,  
SMARTCITY

Providing IoT solutions for monitoring and optimisation of air 
quality, thermal comfort and noise in cities, buildings and 
transport systems.
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Legacy Denmark Series A SMART CITY, SAAS, IMPACT
Making sustainability operational by providing effortless solutions 
for carbon management.

Lightcode Photonics Estonia Seed AI, HARDWARE, SMART CITY Providing ultra-compact and durable 3D imaging solutions for mobility.

Linc Denmark Seed SMART CITY Cloud-connected hardware for real-time monitoring and control of 
all energy, water and indoor climate systems.

Lucinity Iceland Series A FINTECH Helping compliance teams uncover money laundering.

Marionette Denmark Seed AI, AR/VR Bringing 3D characters to life in animated worlds, through motion 
capture software available to small budget studios and creators.

Matter Denmark
FINTECH, SDG/IMPACT, 
SAAS

Making it easier for investors to understand and report the 
sustainability of investments through intuitive software and data
solutions.

Mbegu Solar Sweden Pre-seed CLEANTECH, SDG/IMPACT Providing micro-enterprises in emerging markets with accessible 
and affordable solar solutions.

MedUniverse Sweden Series A AI, HEALTHTECH
Offering the life sciences industry a digital platform and 
consultancy services to improve their engagement with healthcare 
professionals.

Meili Robots Denmark Pre-seed ROBOTICS Offering the next-generation fleet management system (FMS) for 
mobile robots.

Mindclip Finland Seed AI, SAAS Helping employees develop micro-habits that improve the team's 
mental wellbeing and performance.

MiWire Denmark Series A HARDWARE, MARITIME, 
SAAS

Providing fast and reliable internet in areas with poor connectivity 
using a unique and patented directional antenna.

Monimoto Lithuania Seed HARDWARE, IOT, SMART 
CITY

The world's easiest to use smart GPS tracker & alarm system for 
cars, motorbikes and other means of transportation.
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MyMonii Denmark Series A FINTECH
MyMonii is an app for the entire family that makes it fun and 
easy for kids and teens to learn about the value of money.

Neurescue Denmark Series A AI, HEALTHTECH, IOT
Neurescue has developed a pioneering medical device to an 
improve the treatment of cardiac arrest, the leading cause of 
death in the world.

NewBanking Denmark Seed FINTECH
Collecting, verifying and storing customer data from both 
private individuals and companies, and providing a secure 
solution for Know Your Customer (KYC).

Nextfood Denmark Series A AI, FOODTECH, SMART CITY
Providing automated soilless indoor vertical farming 
solutions ranging from small in-store systems to large 
automated farms automated vertical farming solutions.

NO cv Lithuania Seed AI, IOT, SAAS, SMART CITY
Empowering frontline technicians to do their job more 
effectively and efficiently.

Nordic Brain Tech Norway Seed HEALTHTECH
Developing an easy-to-use and scientifically proven 
technology to help people predict and prevent brain 
disorders, from the comfort of your home.

Normative Sweden Series B FINTECH
Providing science-based carbon accounting software 
enabling companies to reduce their carbon footprints.

NSS Water Sweden Seed SDG/IMPACT, CLEANTECH
Removing nano contamination in ultra pure water for the 
semiconductor industry.

Pazzing Norway Pre-seed AR/VR, GAMING
Pazzing's gaming platform empowers everyone to create, 
share, and play their own augmented reality (AR) puzzle 
games with friends and family.

Phasetree.ai Denmark Pre-seed AI, CLEANTECH, SAAS
Providing a deep-tech software solution for developing new 
materials for green energy applications, such as batteries 
and power-to-X.
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Phaver Finland Seed AI, SAAS Providing a decentralized Web3 share-to-earn social platform.

Pie Systems Denmark Series A
FINTECH, SAAS, 
TRAVELTECH

Providing a digital platform that makes it easier, faster and more 
secure to claim VAT refunds.

Popit Finland Series A HEALTHTECH
Providing smart consumer devices that improve treatment by 
increasing patients' medical adherence.

PowerUp Estonia Series A MARITIME, IMPACT
Developing and producing innovative hydrogen fuel cell based 
electric generators.

Precure Denmark Seed AI, HEALTHTECH, IOT
Preventing musculoskeletal disorders like tennis elbows and 
lower back pains using digitally enhanced wearables.

Pure Luminescence 
Technologies Finland Pre-seed HEALTHTECH

Developing a non-toxic & recyclable synthetic luminescent 
material for radiography and dosimetry.

R8 Technologies Estonia Seed AI, CLEANTECH, SMARTCITY
Decreasing energy consumption and CO2 emissions of large 
premium class commercial properties.

Radiobotics Denmark Seed AI, HEALTHTECH
Radiobotics is an award-winning Danish startup company 
developing algorithms for hospitals to automate reading of X- 
rays of bone and joints.

RegIT Norway Pre-seed HEALTHTECH
Providing a personalized medical history for people with chronic 
illness.

Reverse Resources Estonia Series A SAAS, IMPACT
Building networks for textile waste to find best recycling 
opportunities and build circularity for fashion.

Rexplorer Estonia SEED SAAS, IMPACT, SMART CITY
Making solar easy by building an instant digital twin of a rooftop 
solar PV installation anywhere.
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Rundit Finland Seed FINTECH, SAAS
Helping VCs and fund managers gather Holistic insights on their 
investments and make decisions from a unified data source.

Sani Nudge Denmark Seed IOT, HEALTHTECH
Providing a IoT solution to keep staff and patients safe from 
infections by helping them comply to hand hygiene guidelines.

Sceneri Sweden Seed GAMING, MOBILE APPS
Developing the world’s most open and advanced real-time 3D 
tool.

Sensalt Group Denmark Series A CLEANTECH, SDG/IMPACT
Solving the climate crisis and eradicating energy poverty 
through innovative nuclear and energy storage solutions.

Sealytix Denmark Seed AI, MARITIME, SAAS
Increasing shipping line revenue by optimizing container 
stowage.

Sensade Denmark Seed AI, IOT, SMART CITY
Offering an affordable and easy-to-install solution that 
optimizes parking management and parking utilization.

Smallbrooks Denmark Series A FINTECH Unleashing the true potential of crowdfunding platforms.

SME Finance Lithuania Seed SAAS
Providing a management platform for attracting more job 
candidates and reducing selection errors in hiring.

Solarstone Estonia Series A SMART CITY
Replacing traditional roof constructions with innovative and 
integrated solar modules.

Sonarworks Latvia Series A SAAS
Providing next-generation software calibration for speakers 
and headphones.

Spectacular AI Finland Seed AI, AR/VR, DRONES
Developing the next-generation Spatial AI engine designed 
for real-time embedded use cases.
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Spermosens Sweden Series A HEALTHTECH
Diagnosing male-factor infertility and directing to the most 
suitable infertility treatment.

Spin Robotics Denmark Series A AI, IOT, ROBOTICS
Providing an all-in-one screwdriving solution for collaborative 
robots to facilitate safe, reliable human-robot collaboration.

SpinDrive Finland Series A AI, HARDWARE, SDG/IMPACT
Improving energy efficiency of industrial processes by 
providing active magnetic bearings to equipment 
manufacturers.

Squad Robotics Latvia Pre-seed AI, IOT, ROBOTICS Helping floor cleaning machines become more autonomous.

StepUp Horse Denmark Pre-seed IOT, SAAS,  MOBILE APPS
A wearable device offering real-time data and insights to 
optimize racehorses’ physical condition and performance.

Supervaisor Estonia Pre-seed AI, SAAS, SMART CITY
Improving traffic safety by turning your phone into a modern- 
day dashcam.

Swiipe Denmark Seed AI, FINTECH
Swiipe is an open platform designed with a one-click 
checkout flow, which eases and quickens the process for 
consumers to complete their online purchases.

Tackl Norway Seed HEALTHTECH, SAAS
Helping children master school and everyday routines in an 
easy, safe and more motivating way.

TEGnology Denmark Seed IOT
Rethinking the power supply of future IoT devices - without 
batteries or cables.

The Plant Era Denmark Pre-seed FOODTECH
On a mission to develop the world’s best sports nutrition 
products.

Tiimo Denmark Series A HEALTHTECH, SAAS
Tiimo is a paid subscription app that helps you organize your 
life, stick to your routines, and work towards your personal 
goals in a visual and motivating way!
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Tjommi Norway Seed FINTECH
Building the ultimate shopping companion to shape the future 
of e-commerce.

Tokenizer Denmark Seed BLOCKCHAIN
The leading global platform for data and information related to 
the emerging industry of tokenization.

Ubiqisense Denmark Seed AI, IOT, PROPTECH, SMART
CITY 

The UbiqiSense smart sensors gather actionable insights on
behavioral patterns and space utilization, helping realize the
untapped potential of employees and spaces.

UP Catalyst Estonia Seed
CLEANTECH, SMARTCITY, 
IMPACT

Producing graphite and carbon nanomaterials from CO2 for 
the electric vehicle batteries.

Upteko Denmark Seed AI, DRONES, MARITIME Developing autonomous drone solutions for the maritime sector.

Varig Technologies Norway Seed SAAS, IMPACT, SMART CITY
Automatically collecting, calculating, and presenting 
buildings’ sustainability data and generating reports for 
financial and regulatory compliance.

Videolink Denmark Seed HARDWARE, MOBILE APPS Minimizing loneliness and ease of access to teleconsultations 
for elderly via modern technologies.

Viezo Lithuania Seed AI, IOT, MOBILITY Providing autonomous IoT for railway monitoring and 
maintenance.

VisiLean Finland Seed SAAS, SMART CITY
An award-winning cloud-based Construction Management 
Software that offers real-time solutions to real-time 
problems.

Walk With Path Denmark Pre-seed HARDWARE, HEALTHTECH Providing wearables that assist people with neurological 
challenges to be more mobile and prevent falls.

Warren.io Estonia Series A SAAS A complete self-service cloud platform for regional 
infrastructure service providers.
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